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1) M a t  *re the time periods when the Source knew or had exposure 

to J-I? 

b?j appraisal and opinions about JARVLELSKI are based on personal 

observations of his attitudes, behavior and style for a period of over 25 

years. lhese cover a variety of times of his spectacular career, starting at 

the point when he b e c m  a divisional cam-ander, and roving through a series 

of eras in which he held higher and higher military positions such as: the 

Chief of Mein Political Directorate (Olowny Zaread Politycsny), Chief of the 

anera1 Staff of the Polish Armed Forces, and Minister of National Defense. 

It also covers the time when he achieved the highest levels of national power 

as the Prime Minister of the Govermnt of PPR, and the First Secretary of the 

Central Camnittee of the RIWP. Lastly, it includes the time of the fomlation 

of the final plans for the total takeover of the political and military pawer 

via creation of the Military Council of National Salvation (m), and 

s in the introduction of the mrtial law, during the period of the social cris 

Peoples' Republic of Poland. 

I first encountered the name JARUZE[SKI in the early fifties, at the 

m n t  which one could consider, in a certain sense, 8 kind of d r m t i c  

beginning of his subsequent spectacular career. 

In the surmer of 1951, when I took rrly entry exam to the Higher School 

for Infantry in IUMERKW (WP or Wyzsza Szkola Piechoty), I heard a rare 

story about a certain previous year(1950/51) graduate of this institution, by 

the then still unknown name of JARuzElsKI, who in the period of only several 

days ws prcmoted to Lieutenant Colonel and then to Colonel. 
n 
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Briefly, this was the situation: Wjor J-I, who had finished 

a year-long course for regimental m n d e r a ,  very nuch like his 

aontenporaries attending the WP, received a routine pramtion to Lieutenant 

Colonel. '!he festive graduation ceremonies were attended by the then 

Gmmander of the Land Forces, the Vice-Minlster of National Defense, 

Lt.Genera1 S. PQPIAWSKI ( a  Soviet General in Polish uniform). During the 

banquet, the general inquired about the outstanding graduates. When the 

school's camrvldant (also a Soviet general in Polish uniform) Brig.Gen. SlRX 

introduced to him JARWELSKI, at that time already a Lt.Ool., and the top 

graduate, R P L M K I ,  supposedly samewhat high Iran drinking, congratulated 

JARLaElsKI, and assured him that he will be pramted to Cblonel. A few days 

later, there appeared the order of the then Minister of National Defense, 

NIarshal of Poland and ZlSsR, FKWXSOVSKIY, prating JARLEESKI to Cblonel. 
P 

It is difficult to say whether this accelerated pramtion was 

accidental, as it was told at the time, or rather a result of specific 

preference which already then w8s being lavished upon JARUZELSI by the Soviet 

leadership of the Ministry of National Defense of the Polish Peoples' 

Republic. 

JARUZHSKI, as the faculty claimed, distinguished himself in all 

subjects and his f irst  recognition was fully deserved. Without denigrating 

any basis for this particular singling out of JAWEIs(1, one ought not ignore 

the fact, in properly evaluating this wcurence, that the period of time in 

which this took place vas one of the m s t  g l v  in the postwar history of the 

Pblish Peoples' Anrly. It was an era of a ruthless russification of the a m d  

forces of the Polish Peoples' Republic. 

political trials which not infrequently ended in death sentences, and removal 

It w8s the time of fabricated F 
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-I the cadre of the prewar cannanders and politically uncertain persona ities 

on the one hand, and accelerated advancgnent and pushing ahead for responsible 

position of the hard-headed tmrxist-leninist doctrinaires and, before all, 

proven friends of the USSR, on the other hand. 

I never heard whether JARUZESKI at that time personally participated, 

as uws then in current fashion, in the canrpaign against real or irmginary 

opponents of the system. He supposedly, was, hmver, very active and 

involved politically and this attracted the attention not only of h i s  

contemporaries but also of the Soviet supervisors who were deciding about 

everything that happened in the Polish Anned Forces. 

I HWS able to meet JNUZELSI personally only a few years later. In 

the autum of 1957 J-I was appointed as the Carmander of the W l f t h  

Mechanized Division in SXZECIN, end I, as the Clarmanding officer of the First 

Battalion in the Fifth Mechanized Regiment which le 1 under his canmnd, in 

the very same city. mr acquaintanship did not, at that time, exceed routine 
duty encounters between a divisional and battallion carmanders. 

JARLZ-I's habit to cammnd particular battalions "over the heads" of 

regimntal cammders. Hwever, because of the poor condition of that division 

(which received a failing grade during an inspection, and its f o m r  

CQmYUlder, (201. 

a frequent visitor in the regiment, and in the barracks, as well as in the 

d r i l l  area. He also had frequent formal briefings with the participation of 

P 

It was not 

wes r a v e d  for cause Iran his carmand), JAEarzELsKI WBS 

battallion c m n d e r s  and had undertaken a variety of steps lead 

achievement by his division (which he did not hide) of the first 

the lblish Armed Forces. - 
ng to the 

place wfthin 

In-this time, which, inter alia, lasted not quite a year - I was 



transferred at rrly <rwn request (for personnal reasons), to th- 28th Mechanized 

Regiment of the Eighth Wchanized Division in -1, I had relatively 

frequent, though certainly only superficial opportunity to observe, and to 

fonn an opinion about JARUZELSI as rrly divisional canmnder. Carmen duty in 

the s m  division, however, had no influence on our subsequent, rmch closer 

association. 

In 1958 our roads parted. At the time when he continued to c m n d  

the 'Iklfth Mechanized Division and I served in the Eight mchanized Division, 

our contacts were sporadic and limited to accidental encounters during 

military meneuvers, official briefings and Party Conferences in the Faneranian 

Military District. 

I 

At the time when J-I was the (Xlief of the W i n  Political 
F 

Directorate of the Fblish Armed Forces, qq contacts with himwere even more 

.- 

infrequent. Therefore, opinions about him dur 

largely based on the observation and appraisal of 

Political Directorate which JAI(VZEISK1 headed, as 

and opinions of 

belonged to the 

the ir  various v 

ng that period of time are 

the activities of the Nlain 

wll as on the statements 

the people who were his direct subordinates, and who later 

circle of rrly colleagues and co-workers, who shared with me 

ews about him. 

My direct working relationship with J-I had actually began in 

1985, after his takeover of the position of the Chief of General Staff of the 

Polish Armed Forces in which I was then already working. Physically, I was 

relatively close to him since ny workroan was located in the same corridor as 

the offices of JARUZELSKI, separated frunrrm by only four other offices. 

lb'(v personal contacts with JAWZELSKI, however, were in the beginning 

limited to the affairs concerning training of the armed forces, including 

\ '  I 
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especially plans &dr largemiliitary exercises at the level of front, and of 

various branches of the armed forces, in the preparation of which I took an 

active part as a co-author, and subsequently, the author. It was at that time 

that I began writing for him a variety of staff studies, including drafts of 

exercise critiques, inserts to his presentations before the directing cadre of 

the a d  forces (Kierownicza Kadra Si1 Zbrojnych), plans of Ministry of 

National Defense, directives for training of the Rm?d forces, and other 

mterial, as I HWS directed. 

At the mment *en JAIIWJUXl b e c m  the Minister of National Defense 

nly encounters with him were not only unrestricted but indeed began to 

encarpass wider end wider areas of problm. In the early seventies I was 

even asked to take over, in his office, the post of the senior officer for 

Special Activities of the ministry of National Defense with the possibility of 

pranotion to the position of the Chief of Staff of the office of the Ministry 

of National Defense. Because I disliked writing Staff studies for h i s  

presentation (which was supposed to have been nly m i n  responsibility), I 

declined despite the repetition of the offer. 

F 
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Being p r a t e d  In turn, in the General Staff of the Polish Armed 

Forces, I reached a position Mich enabled me to learn to know this man much 

better f r u n m y  sided aspects, than would have been possible had I only held 
the function of an officer for Special Activities. An attendant circumstance, 
which favored this situation was the fact that in the opinion of the 

leadership in the anera1 Staff of Polish Anned Forces, the Staff studies 

prepared by me personally were, if not altogether applauded by JARLaELsKI, at 

least received from him a positive appraisal, which was not easy. r 

In this manner, not considering f o m l  responsibilities which 



resu. te 
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.:annty official position, I was receiving a great quantit.es o 

mterials and docmnts which were being subnitted by the General Staff to 

JAIWE[SKI. In the finishing touches of certain inportant dwunents I 

actually worked under the direct supervision of JAIWELSKI, bypassing my 

direct supervisors. 

In the spring of 1977, I was appointed as the mief of Deparhnt I of 

the Strategic Defense Planning, Directorate I of the General Staff of the 

Polish Anned Forces. 

participation in operational (war) planning, and the total military 

In connection with this, nly responsibilies encanpassed 

cooperation of the Polish Peoples' Republic with the allies of the Mhrsaw 

Pact. Pran that mment on, actually on the basis of exclusivity, I not only 

prepared all relevant mterials and documents but also accatpanied J-I, 

as a m e r  of the delegations of the hlish Armed Forces, to all meetings of 

the military organs of the Warsaw Pact , and also to a l l  bi lateral negotiations 

F 

and discussions with the mi 1 i tary leadership of the USSR. 

In the sunner of 1980, in connection with the social crisis in 

Poland, only I, in addition to the First Secretary of the Central Carmittee of 

the PWP, certain manbers of the Politbureau, and the narrow leadership of the 

Ministry of National Defense, participated in the fomlation of the plans to 

introduce the martial law in Poland. In addition to this, 1 also participated 

in the preparations of the briefing and infomtion on that subject for the 

Soviet leadership. As these plans crystalized, sanetim frun the spring 1981, 

until 

mrtiaI law in Poland. 

departure fran Poland, I was the chief of the Teamwhich planned the 

It ws this position which provided me with an 

P opportunity to appraise the attitude o t  JARIEWKI regarding the issue 

ofmethods for the resolution of the crisis in Poland. 

I 



, Haw well did you knaw JARWELSKI? How frequent were your contac.s? 

JARUZLSKI, while unusually eloquent, was a very withdrawn person who 

shut himself' off fran other people. He never acted spontaneously and all his 

important pronouncements wre, as a rule, m p s e d ,  and thought through in 

advance, in the solitude of his study. At times, they m r e  even rehearsed 

using a recorder, before they w r e  officially pronounced. Of course, he did 

not avoid ttliven statmnts, c m n t s ,  thoughtful rermrks and discussions but 

alwys, and in every situation, he never lost control over the real content of 

his pronouncements. 

auld 1 then, In this fnstance say that I k n m  the nran sufficiently 

wll? I believe I can. It seem tome that I not only knaw his demeanor, 

behavior, style and method of work but also, to a large extend, the attitudes 

and motives which guided his conduct. 
F 

con t 

m r e  

I kept encountering him, I listened to his statements, and I 

nued to observe his behavior in a variety of situations and settings on 

that several hundreds of occassions. I spoke with him directly or 

briefed him about various problems q t e e n  times. A dozen or so times I 

accanpanied him to difficult talks and negotiations with the military leaders 

of the VSSR and the Warsaw Fact. 

Though, fily direct contacts with JARVLEISMI gave me a wide field of 

observation, it is of no less importance that for about 5-7 Years I wrked in 

the "kitchen". Mich "brewed", as JARlEHSKI himelf ms fond to say, his m s t  

inportant decisions. 

Ilchef" who prepared the most difficult and the mst sensitive decisions. 

that reason, I had a nearly daily wrking contact with SIWICXI, who was the 

chief of the "kitchentt, and the only confidant of J m I ,  as wll as with 

In the last period of the time I even became the only 

For 
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all the personnel o the Polish m i t e  House" with Gen. JANISZJMKI 

Michal) at its head. 

hj .Gen. 

SIWICKI HWS a rmch m r e  open man who occassionally shared with me his 

feelings about reactions of JAFAaElsKI. JANISZIPSKI too, behaved in a similar 

fashion. In addition, participating directly in the decision processes, I had 

the opportunity to becane acquainted with not only the final official 

positions of JARUBLSKI but also to watch the paths which he followed to 

arrive at these positions. 

I ,  therefore, feel that all this entitles me to W e  judpnts which 

could,to a certain degree, provide a m r e  objective appraisal of this 

controversial, and in the eyes of m y  politicians, still not carpletely 

defined personality. - 
3. Did you like or dislike JARWILSKI? 

I wrked in an enviromnt in which, with the exception of very few 

who were loyal to him, people, behaved taward him in a negative fashion, 

disliked him or even held him in contarpt, for a variety of reasons and views. 

For fundamental political reasons, I never belonged to the circle of 

I cannot state, however, that I did not respect him as a m n ,  his followers. 

or that I did not like him. JARIREEX1 was a towering personality, who 

clearly stood out fran his hopelessly primitive enviromnt. Certain of his 

personal qualities indeed impressed me, especially in the mral and ethical 

sphere, in which there WS a consistence between his words and deeds. Also 

inpressive were his exceptional attention to work coupled with an unusual 

intellectual receptivity (a continual hunger for knuwledge), a rarely 

encountered analytical and synthetical ability, originality of thought, a high 

degree of culture in his language, both oral and written, as well as the 
rc 
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highest denands which he placed upon himelf and those in his imnediate 

entourage. 

Valuing these positive attributes, I b e c m  simltaneously amre of 

many negative features, among these, in the forefront, WES a weakness of his 

character bordering on cawardice, and an artificial, par~ous way of life. 

m i l e  his behavior never perturbed me, I never had any synpathy for him. 

4. Haw did JARWESKI delegate his authority? 

JARWZWKI has an inborn instinct for discipline and obedience 

m i n e d  within an instilled worship for pawer. Having a nearly m i a c a l  

respect for p m r ,  he never sought it through the "back doort1 via 

participation in political plays or llelbawingll himself forward. On the 

contrary, he ms often reluctant to accept higher and higher govermnt posts 

which were offered to him because of waves of changing developnent. the could 

not say, on the other hand that he shied away fran power. Gradually, it 

became not only his all absorbing passion but also his first and only love. 

The cult of power and the ecstasy which he experienced in  exercising it 

resulted in the situation in whAh once having achieved pcmer he never 

shared it with anyone else. 

I 
/- 

C 

He divided responsibility very precisely. He even reached a certain 
level of mstery in the exploitation of the typical forms of the ltdemcratic 

soclalfsmtl ,tfcollectiviml~ and all kinds of ltconsultationsfl for the absolute 

control of his sphere of power without revealing his awn views. 

\ I  I 
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Did he easily delegate inportant details to others or did he 

try to oversee as nuch as possible personally? 

The weight of responsib111ty which J-I felt he carried, caused 

him to extend personal supervision over every possible issue. He was not, 

h m v e r ,  a slave of this attitude. He HWS well organieed and systemtic and 

approached various issues selectively, taking into consideration the situation 

which existed, and the executive capabilities of his subordinates. In the 

issues Mich he, at any given time, considered crucial, regardless of their 

character (great or even triflling) he not only assigned specific tasks to 

individuals but meticulously outlined the ways and means of acccnplishing 

these tasks. In situations in aich he recognized that he could afford to do 

so, even with issues of great irmportance, he merely outlined the perimeters, 

leaving the initiative and details to others. He did not divide the issues 

into inportant and trifling; practically, however, he attempted to influence 

everything. 

- 

He vas particularly fond of creating various types of p r o g r m t i c  

docunents. In the first half of the seventies (as he in earnest carmenced to 

spread his wings as the Minister of National Defense), there were tens of 

prpgram, plans, principles, statutes, instructions, manuals, eto. of various 

types issued under his direct leadership. Nearly every one of those docwnts 

had a mark of his personal corrections and canpletions, and m y  were sinply 

re-edited by him. He WRS very proud of this and as the govermnt's Prim 

Minister he transferred these methods to the state-wide form. 

He inoculated his subordinates with the classical military methods of 

managanent and c a m m d  via the established chain of c m n d .  He, himself, on 

the other hand, very often departed fran these principles, sending sane of his 
.p 
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directives, orders or instructions, and even texts of his proposals which he 

aonsidered particularly good, d m  two or three steps belaw, bypassing the 

chain of carmand. When advised about the negative aspects of such procedure he 

flinched, maintaining that his recarmendations often failed to reach lower 

levels, were distorted or vulgarized. 

b) Did J-1 only delegate authority to a few trusted subordinates? 

Did he personally specify to whan he WBS delegating authority or was it just 

passed down the chain of carmand to the appropriate person? 

JARUZElsKl avoided creating an inform1 division between trusted and 

less trusted subordinates. As the Minister of National Defense, he was on 

first nsme basis with all Vice-Ministers and chiefs of various central organs 

of the Ministry of National Defense (i.e., he called then by their first 

names, and they addressed his as 'Citizen General") but he referred to than 

c 

with respect. He delineated the limits of their authorities in such amrnner 

that none of than could daninate the others. Even the Chief of General Staff 

of the Polish Armed Forces who, by virtue of his position coordinated the 

activities of all central institutions of the Ministry of National Defense, 

had no exceptional privileges and could only politely ask all Vice-Ministers 
to do sanething, 

Delegation of his authority WBS chiefly resolved by JARUZEWKI 

through his selection of the cadre and through the delineation of authority of 

individuals in specific positions, a systen to which he himelf subsequently 
adhered. 

c In not quite a decade, he neutralized in MID nearly all of his 

potential rivals and exchanged nearly all of the carmend staffs of the 
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Carmanders of Military Districts and Branches of the h d  Forces down to 

Divisional and independent units inclusively. In the sane vein, he introduced 

a systen of a %arouse1 of positions", frequently rotating cadre personnel at 

the s m  level of c a m m d ,  so that no one could feel too certain in his 

position. 

Despite the fact that JARUZWXI attached considerable weight to the 

intellectual qualities of the cadre, he did not push real intelligent 

personalities for specific posts, if they were simltaneously independent 

thinkers. Rather, he kept such people in a shadaw, demanding fran then a 

variety of opinions, expertise, analysis and appraisals, or resolutions of 

definite problem. He manned the keg positions of the armed forces with 

rmdiocre but loyal people, particularly favoring the so called llax-menff, i.e., 

those who were ruthless and despotic. 
P 

JAWZELSKI could not, however, permit himself to mike all decisions 

about the cadre. 

Vice-Ministers M o  wrked for both sides, Soviet and Polish. To the first 

protege of Mbscow, Lt. Gen. Jozef UREUNMCZ, he had to give the high post of 

In his imnediate entourage there rained at least tm 

his first deputy. To neutralize his influence, however, JARUZEEXI limited 

his authority almost entirely to carplaints and grievances, initiatives and 

innovations, To the second protege, Lt. Gen. Eugeniusz MHXZYK, the Inspector 

Cbnerel of Training and the wartime front c m n d e r  of the Palish Armed 

Forces, he gave no authority to c m n d  these forces in peacetime. 

At the time of the social crisis in Poland in 1980/82 and the changes 

in the highest echelons of the power elite in the PPR, inspired by the USSR, 

JAAcaEIsKI's mistrust of his closest co-mrkers increased mrkedly.'He did 

not, however, permit this to be apparent, but limited the group of his 

F 
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trusted closest associates to his old and tested friend Gen. SMncXI 

(responsible for the direction of the a& forces and the preparation of 

thhrtial law), and the Chief of Oabinet of W ,  subsequently the Chief of 

the Directorate of the Council of Ministers, M R ~ .  Gen. Minister, Michal 

JANI-I (responsible for directing the Council of Ministers). Gradually, 

as the econmic problem ceme to the fore, he included in this group civilian 

specialists - Alfred CXRlNXH and WIadyslaw BAKA. 

With the exception of Qen. SIWICKI, to whan JARUZHSKI granted, by a 

special order, an authority to direct activities of the whole national defense 

establishnent, not one of the other people could take advantage of any 

authority or entitlenents not connected with their officially assigned 

responsi b i 1 i ty . r 

c )  Did J-1 personally follm-up on status checks and the 

final results of delegated assigrments, or did he just expect that things 

wuld be done? 

JARUZEWKI took over the typical characteristic of the leadership of 

the system which attached m c h  m r e  attention to the declared content rather 

than to actual deeds. He believed in the mgic of wrds and even more in the 

causative p m r  of various program, plans, directives and legally f o m l ,  

printed regulations. As the Chief of the General Staff, subsequently, as the 

Minister of Lkfense, and also already the Prime Minister of the PPR, he 

directed all h i s  unconsuned energy toward the shaping of the future, 

distinctly closing his eyes on reality. He treated controls and examination of 

reality as only instrunental. 01 the one hand, he m d e  a great issue about the F 

need for effective inspections and scrupulous accounting by h i s  subordinates 



of their assigned tasks and organized spectacular control activities. 01 the 

other hand, he created a defined climate for fomlism and the subordination 

of any results of inspection to the previously prescribed fiction. 

In the past, JAWZJUXI supposedly had earnest intentions for a more 

diligent follow-up of the inplanentat ion 'of the program-tasking paper m r k  

created at the level of W. An exarple of this could be the fact that one 

of h i s  first moves, as the Chief of the General Staff of the Polish A m d  

Forces, WBS the Introduction into the armed forces of a systm of 

accountability of the cammders for their assigned tasks. n i s  system 

survives until today in the a m d  forces,and it is now also being transplanted 

to the civilian authorities. 

In the iremework of this system, the Vice-Ministers of Defense, 
P 

carmenders of Military Districts and branches of the armed forces, had to 

account annually before the Minister of National Defense about the 

inplenentation, by their subordinate institutions and armed forces, of the 

assigned tasks. In turn, these subordinates, called to account their 

subordinates, in a similar fashion, and all this went through the chain of 

camnend dawn to the l m s t  level. 

W i l e  at the l m s t  level this accountability m d e  sane sense 

(because the carmanders remined directly involved with their troops and knew 

M a t  went on), a the level of the IlrM) this was a pure fiction. 

This fiction stenmed fran the fact that the accounting documrentation 

m s  generally prepared on the basis of the reports by those who were called to 

account. Since there were neither appropriate methods nor personnel to verify 

these reports, the appraisal of the individual who submitted his report 

depended, In a lacgemsure, on his ability to prepare certain reports rather 
- 
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then on the actual status quo. 

JARWELSKI did not personally check the reports, studies and 

inplenentation of tasks that he assigned. He never had time for it. If he 

did go any place, it ms m r e  of a gala performance with all the cermnies 

rather then an actual investigation of the situatioon at hand. In general, 

he avoided locations where he could find the proverbial bottm. As the result 

he WBS poorly tnfolmed not only about the realities of the life in the country 

but also what really transpired in the anned forces. In this fashion, living 

in a fiction, he created new fiction. "he carmands of the military districts 

and of branches of the armed forces, as we11 as m y  carmanders of lower 

echelons, accepted JARLaEIsKI1s tasking with great reservations, claiming that 

the tasks were unrealistic, lltailoredtl rather for the next, the twenty-first 

century. Even within his closest circle, it was said that he "has his head in 

the clouds', that he sees the country and his armed forces m r e  along the 

lines of his idealistic wishes and desires than for what they really are. "he 

criticisn, haurever, rarely reached the mentor since he WBS not inclined to 

listen to it and, if i t  vas in any way connected with a judfpmt of his 

decisions, could very wll spell the beginning of the end of the career of 

F 

anyone who dared to express such criticism. 

With this background JARIZHSKI rid himself astutely of Gen. Jozef 

KAMINSKI, one of the oldest and the most experienced generals. KAMINSKI, even 

though in the past he was once JAKJZEEKI*s c m n d e r ,  never had any Witions 

to take over the post of the Minister of the National Defense. As an old 

hand, however, he did question certain mves of J4UPZMKI as impractical. 

response he was at first transferred fran the Cunmnder of the Pameranian 
Military District (which he cammnded for m r e  than ten years end where he 

In - 



felt strong) to the c m n d  of the Silesian Military District (where he had 

first to win his post), then to the post of the Deputy mief of Staff of the 

m i n e d  Anmd Forces in Moscow. After carpletion of his assigmrent in 
Mbscow P he had to satisfy himelf with the post of the Carmandant of the 

General Staff Acadenly. 

It appears certain that JARWESKI was, to a certain degree, afraid 

of K(yVIINSK1 as his potential rival, but the real beginning of the end of 

KAMINSKI's career carmenced at the mment when the latter started to question 

JNUZESKIts realian. -1, as he grew in poker, becme more and m r e  

convinced about his own infallibility, and considered every criticism, even an 

attglpt to portray reality as it was an attatpte to undermine his 

his position. - 
Jhring the crisis in Poland, at the Party conferences in the military, 

it was pointed out to JARUZELsKI that he departed fran reality, a statanent 

which he found shocking. He had accepted this criticism almost with 

hunility, but there w r e  few indications that he drew any appropriate 

consequences fran it or that he had changed. 

5. What was JARWELSKIts decisionmiking style? 

J-I vas the type of a cammder who gave the inpression that 

he h a d m t  all the challenges half-way, and had not only a strictly defined, 

experienced attitude toward all the problem under consideration but also 

ready solutions. 

These =re, hawever, only appearances. In reality he was most 

- cautious in undertaking any decisions, great or mll. He never made 

decisions percepitously, especially under the the influence of mtions 
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or passion. Difficult decisions took their time to ripen with him, at times 

for weks (for instance, the gavermnt provocation in EMXDBZIZ in the spring 

of 1981), and the most difficult (the inposition of mrtial law) took several 

mnths. 

lhough he gladly took advantage of the advice and expertise of the 

specialists and listened to the proposals of his closest associates, it was a 

rare occassion M e n  he WBS influenced by their views. His decisions w r e  

independent and resulted rather fran his awn contemplations, frequently in 

soli tude. 

He shied amy fran schermtic and sinple decisions. Rarely, if ever 

did he see only one solution. C h  the contrary, it b e c m  nearly a rule that 

he indicated various alternative solutions or only defined certain directions 

OP relevant activities, leaving for himself a rmrgin of freedan for subsequent 

changes, depending on the development of the situation. 

F 

a )  Did JARuaplsKI meet with his advisers and jointly discuss options 

in detail and then jointly select the best option, or did he have 

advisors present options franwhich he then selected his choice? 

In his day-to-day leadership activity over the armed forces and later 

over the ship of state, JARLaELsMI did not avoid personal meetings with 

his advisers to discuss concrete issues with then. In fact, he used this very 

method during the crisis, at the time when the sensibility of certain issues 

did not favor their discussion in a wider circle. ?his ws, however, an 

unusual period in history and the issues involved were also unusual. 

general, JATUJZWNI distinctly preferred a formal examination of issues and 

discusions of various options at the meetings of the so called %ollegial 

organs" such, which pertained to the armed forces, at the meetings of the 

In 
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NM) tesm and the Military Council of W; and those concerning national 

issues, at the meetings of the Ccmnittee of the Defense of State, govermnt's 
1 presidiun and the aunci1 of Ministers. 

His particular attachnent to f o m l i m  and bureaucracy WBS probably 

the deciding factor in his application of this method of wielding paver and of 

fomlations of deoisions. To a large extent, i t  also stermed fran his 

personal predispositions, JAI(LILELSK1 absorbed written texts like lightning; 

he had an outstanding visual memory, and he vas especially well disposed 

tamrd carpleted docuhents. He HWS not particularly effective in discussions, 

oral considerations or in unexpected situations. lVkreover, he needed time to 

think through every inportant issue. Placing these issues on the table of the 

"collegial organs"- meetings, he WRS winning both, his strongest and his 

W e s t  points. 
- 

Echelons, responsible for the specific issues, ware duty-bound to 

report In writing seven to ten, and sanetimes m r e  days before the meeting. 

These studies Were then researched and carmented upon initially by the 

specialists of the office of the Minister of Defense or the office of the 

Chuncil of Ministers and then submitted to J-I with the so called 

f 

infomtion JARUZEUNI perused these data in detail, damnding 
\ 

as needed, explanations of various issues. 

fomlated his uwn view of the problem and designed the outlines of his 

eventual decisions or directions for further tasks. 

In the seclusion of his office he 

lXlring the meetings of the collegial organs the discussions about 

problem or issues took place in a fashion in which the the chief of the 

specific aactivity presented a brief introduction (most frequently he 

presented the status quo and reported corrective action and last minute 

F- 
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changes to his awn resolutions). Thereafter, the participants o the meeting 

posed questions and expressed their ckvn views. 

discussion, merely sumrarizing it and expressing his awn position. 

J m I ' s  pronouncements wre very lenghty and at times exceeded the total 

time of the ccmnents by all other participants. He always spoke 

extemporaneously using thematerials prepared for him by the office of the lvElD 

or the office of the Council of Ministers and,his personal notes. 

JARUZEMKI took no part in the 

Rarely, if ever, did he express h i s  categorical views about a 

specific option for a solution. I knaw of no case in which he wuld 

anyone fran his entourage that he was wrong or that his proposals we 

unacceptable. He proposed what he liked, rmining silent about the 

which he opposed. An exception were the issues which he approved on 

In the mjority of the cases he provided recamrendations about the d 
- 

tell 

e 

options 

the spot. 

rections 

which ought to be followed in the tasks of the preparation of the issue for 

a final decision. "e final decisions were considered by him in solitude. He 

entered his m corrections and supplenents, and signed an appropriate 

executive docmnt or approved minutes of a meting of the collegial body, 

adding his rn fine points or reccnmendations. 

b) Did he withdraw frun others when difficult decisions had 

to bermde and then decided in solitude? 

Yes. This was especially typical during the socio-political crisis 

in Poland when atterpts were being m d e  to push t w r d  himmethods of 

resolution of social conflicts aich did not f i t  with his estimtes of the 

situation. In this period it was not difficult to notice that he was torn 

internally when on the one side he shared the decision of the Soviet 

P 
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leadership about liquidation of llSOLIIMRIW, and on the other, he saw 

initially no chances of inplementation of this intent. He distinctly avoided 

any contacts when he sensed that he muld  be subjected to pressure. 

literally hid fran KULIKW, inter alia,  and mt with him only then when he had 

He 

no other choice. He had no desires for meetings and telephone calls fran 

certain Party activist hardliners, such as StanislawEQ(3CIOLFK. In the initial 

phase of the crisis, JARIEELSKI prepared the most difficult decisions together 

with Stanislaw M I A .  After the VI11 Extraordinary Party Congress ( i n  July 

19811, after which the Russians dropped their half-hearted support for KANIA, 

-1 m d e  his mm decisions. 

6. In staff situations in which JAFUZEUKI wis in overall carrmnd 

(in the field), were his decisions usually cautious and 

conservative? Haw so or how not so? 

In contrast to problem of political and socio-econunic nature, with 

which JAREELSKI mved very carefully and with which he damnstrated adherence 

to required sahanes, in staff situation, vhen he acted as the overall 

camnander of troops in  the fields, he WBS a courageous innovator who went far 

beyond schematic canons and ossified Soviet operational and tactical art. He 

HWS always very well informed about the situation and reacted to it 

operationally, making quick decisions. Orally, at every opportunity, he paid 

hamege to the Soviet military thought; in practice, though, he continually 

' 

searched for sanething new which not almys fitted the irragination of Soviet 

generals, and at times even evoked horror in them. For instance, in the 

maneuvers nUlV-741t he made a decision to change the direction of the Polish 

operational front by a b s t  90 degrees since there arose a chance of attacking 

the remote wing and the rear of the 7th US Field Arnly. 

- 
In  field exercises he 



carmended cammders for their originality and action which surprised the 

opponent, simultaneously fighting routine and conventionalism. 

7. What was the overall staff opinion of JAIBaELsKl as leader? 
h a m ?  

JAIUZEMKI's reputation as a leader differed and changed with the 

passage of time and events. 

His inmediate entourage and the higher echelons of the Central Organs 

of "D evinced the least faith in his leadership talents. In general, he was 

accused of having "views which changed with the mathernand of being a career- 

seekingnmn. People cannented in one breath about his procrastination and 

inability to m k e  decisions, preoccupation with details, fomlism and bureau- 

crauy. 
P 

Frequently he was accused of cawardice. 

He did, however, inpress the middle ranking and junior officers who 

knew him better fran his flashy side, fran h i s  rhetoric full of zeal and faith 

in h i s  endeavours, rather than fran his actual deeds which often contradicted 

what he was saying. What also influenced the relationship of the middle level 

and junior officers to JAI'WEUXI ws the fact that in m y  instances he vas  

opening for then realistic visions of pramtions and developnent. 

As the crisis developed it vas easy to notice that the opinion of the 

cadre about J " I  was shifting in his favor. His famous, full of 

restraint and masured presentations in the SEJM of the PPR (imdiately 

after his acceptance of the office of the Prime Minister), and the Ninth 

Extraordinary Party Congress, not only quieted down the criticism but also won - himmany fervent followers. l e  greatest popularity, however, gave him the 

attack of the hardliners of the Party, led by G M B K I  and M38xzw inspired 
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by the USSR and intended to renave J-1 and M I A  fran pawer which ended 

in failure. It was a turning point in which he was ennobled in the eyes of the 

officers as an independent leader who really cared about the interests of the 

country. One could say that after this incident the only group of adversaries 

which remined were the generals and officers tied to Moscow and the 

Party hardliners clustered around IKlKZYK, KREPSKI (at that t h e  the chief 02 

the Air Force) and JASINSKI (Deputy chief of General Staff of the Polish Armed 

Forces) . 
It seem to me that there w8s a lesser disagremnt in the opinions 

about J-I as a m n  among the officers of the Central Institutions of 

the IVM). 

Despite &he pcnpous style of life, as I already mentioned, he was 
e 

extremely tactful and polite. He addressed all as %anradesW or ncitizensR, 

colonel, captain, etc. At the mment of greeting saneone (which he 

incidentally liked very m c h )  he stopped before each in a position of 

attention, inclined his head which gave the inpression that he noticed in 

everyone, regardless of rank, a m n ,  and a cmade-in-am. He was ahired 

for his diligence and for not succurbing, as m y  other dignitaries did, to 

the taptations of luxury. Also, no one could accuse him of unethical or 

imnora 1 behav lor. 

8. Did JARUZEUSKI treat his subordinates equally or show 

favoritism? Haw2 For what reason did the favoritism occur? 

JARUZEMKI reposed a different degree of trust in different 
' !  degree of his trust did not influence his treatment 

n of these people. Clearly, however,in the rmnent in which he caught the wind in 

the sails of history, he began to push into the first place,in the assessment 
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and reward of his subordinates, such factor as: loyalty, obedience, and 

instant response to any tasking. He loathed, however, sinple boot-licking 

though, he was eager to search for confimtion of his greatness by 

officers. 

adroitly, he aould count on preferential treatment. Such specific preferential 

tretrnent uas, hmver,reflected by JAREELSKI via official personnel decisions 

since he had never shown any favoritisn. H i s  dermnds upon a l l  were high and 

identical, and he never indulged anyone. He valued good work and looked upon 

the results not with a view who did the wrk but rather how it was done. 

If one were m r e  of this nreakness of his and knew how to use it 

Afraid of any slanderous r m r k s  about favoritism he frequently by- 

passed official recognition of people vho constituted his inmediate 

entourage, Thus, for instance, his officers for special tasks, aides-de-cam 

and security personnel received a lesser nmber of prmtions, awards and 

other recognition than their contenporaries in other uentral organs 

(instytucje centralne) of M40. Even these people were rewarded to a 

lesser extend that the people in military units and in the field. He had his 

favored officers for special tasks, aides-de-canp, drivers, a stewardess and 

e 

L 
even a vaitress, but these people never took advantage of any particular a 

privileges. 

If he felt that saneone fran his personal entourage deserved a 

particular recognition he wuld bring him a hare fran his hunting trip, or a 

wild duck or a pheasant but he would not pramte the person earlier than it 

HWS prescribed in the mandatory ‘Qerational Personnel Principles” (Zasady 

Ikialania Kadrmgo). 



9. Were there any occasions when JMUZELSKI b e c m  motional (e.g. 

angry, upset, highly anxious, etc)? Vhat did JAPUZELSKI do? 

JARuaELsKI was a staid type who, in general, controlled any external 

milestation of his mtions. Favorable, satisfying situation and personal 

successes he acknuwledged by an almost unnoticeable relaxation. In settings 

and situations wbich were unpleasant for him or ccnplicated, he was 

relatively calm and carposed. 

Despite the outward calm and external canposure it vas not difficult 

to see that he easily b e m  nervous For trifling reasons, Generally, he was 

irritated by the Iw quality (in his judgnznt) of the docunents and mterials 

suhmitted to him for approval. In such instances he reacted in a curt and 

tart m n e r  such as: "It is difficult to belleve, General, that you have read 

this!" Or, w I m concerned about the activities of the echelon which 
e 

prepared this for you, canrade General. Please look into this and draw 

appropriate conclusions! 

voluninous mterial without real content); This is just broken stones1' (which 

Or '*lhis is just cotton ! I 1  (he wuld so describe 

meant that there were sane redeming thoughts but they were disorganized, 

etc.) 

At the time, when he ms the Minister of National Defense he ~p1s most 

frequently upset about the conflicts in the relationship between the military 

and the society (i f  there w r e  any unfavorable to the military article In the 

newspaper, canplaints about the military submitted to the Central Omnittee 

the KM, soldiers' brawls in public places, etc), These conflicts were also 

caused by the so called 'Unusual accidents", in which because of lack of 

supervision or sanebody's carelessness lives and valuable military equipmnt 

were lost (aircraft accidents, weapons and explosives warehouses fires, and 

c 



accidental deaths during military training, etc. 

Similarly, he m l d  becane angry whenever weapons or classified 

docunents were lost or saneone disclosed classified information. 

Wset and losing his canposure he vllould react sharply, but would not 

explode. Cmmanders =re afraid to see him in such situations because 

the disoussions wuld be long and unpleasant. He accepted no excuses and his 

remarks were brusque and far reaching. 

offended anyone's dignity. He was also very restrained in punishnent. 

Such discussions, however, never 

J-I did not m k e ,  though, in m n t s  of extrane nervousness 

he would ask Zor a cigarette and smoked it as if he were a regular smoker. 

One could also notice that in mnents of extreme psychological tension he 

limited his contacts and attenpted to regain canposure in solitude. 
c" 

There is, though, a separate chapter of JARIEEUXI's behavior 

connected with the social crisis in Poland and his taking over of the office 

of the Prime Minister and subsequently also the office of the First 

Secretary. Without any doubt it was the period of nearly uninterupted 

stresses and the greatest psychological tensions. He had undergone then a 

significant change. BeZore all, he lost his characteristic self-assurance. 

Once, he was even close to a breakdown, 

Noverrber 1980, when the Soviet side dmnded fran him cooperation in 

conjuctions with the introduction of the armed forces 02 the Warsaw Pact 

It happened in the last days of 

in Poland at the beginning of Decmber 1980. 

I could not observe him at that time since he isolated himelf 

canpletely Zran the rest of the world. 

Mj. Gen. Tadeusz HUP-I, (then the first deputy of the Qlief of General 

Staff of the Polish Anned Forces) who was called into JARVIZEISKI's office 

I know, hcrwever, fran the c m t s  of 

IC 
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to be sent to Moscow to bring relevant plans fran the General Staff of the 

Soviet Amwd Forces and who said that JARUZLSKI HWS so upset that he m y e d  

and could not utter a sentence. HUP'I said it directly tome: "Today, 

for the first time even, I talked with a shred of nrur who was once called 

J2mumsKI . '1 

Other people, fran his imnediate entourage who remined in contact 

with him described to me his then psychological and physical state in a 

similar fashion. 

His state of listlessness and depression did not, h m v e r ,  last too 

long. Frun what I could observe, every crisis (and there were several until 

Novenher 1981) released in him as time went by, additional strerqth and energy 

end strengthened h i s  stubborness for the realization of his chosen goals. 
CL 

In all situation JNUEELSKI was nervous before every one of h i s  

public appearances. Despite the fact that he took pleasure in delivering 

speeches, he w8s alwys afraid whether they muld c a w  out mll. He worked 

on the texts of his speeches until the very last minute mighing nearly every 

word Mich he HWS to utter. Just before he stepped up to the speakers' podiun 

there was no way to talk to him. Often, he was shaking. Finishing his speech 

he expected fran his entourage opinions and views about the listeners' 

reaction. 

10. Were there any particular types of situation in which JMUJZFUXI 

wuld rely heavily on advisors and other types of situations in which he would 

not ? Ekanples? 

On the basis of he Zacts known to me, I could not single out any 

P specific situations in which -1 depended especially on his advisors 

and such in Mich he did not do so. It seem to me rather, that there were no 
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such instances. 

He was always personally involved in Issues which he, at the given 

rmnent considered as a priority, transferring to others such which could wait 

a while or those which he considered could be certainly well prepared by 

others without his personal involvanent, 

For instance, in the period of time in which he became Prim 

Minister, he turned all his  energy t m r d  the political and socio-econmic 

sphere delegating to SIWICXI the full authority for the preparation of the 

introduction of the martial law. Despite the fact that he attached e great 

weight to this act, since March 1981 (when for the first time he was presented 

with the cmplex plans of the activities in that period),until 30 October 1981 

(when he made the final decision in this case and carmenced coordination with 

the allies) he spent no more than 8-10 hours on this problem, mainly reading 

and correcting the Decree of the Council of State about the introduction of 

P 

the martial law, and the relevant inplanentinrig docunente. 

While he considered the issue of the introduction of the mrtial law, 

on was focuced upon the political propaganda side and all of his attent 

the activities of 

interested in the 

the security forces and militia. He was, however, less 

details of military operations. 
I 

In the period of time in which I had access to JARVZFLSKI one could 

discern certain areas in which he felt at ease without any assistance fran 

advisors, and other areas in which he depended m r e  on his advisors then on 

h i s  own experience. 

In the first group I wuld include, outside of the military issues, 

F- Party idelology, foreign policy and pertly internal policy, including 

relations with the Church. In the second group was the key problem of the 

SE+T 
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of -..e power of the State: nsQLIwRITYtT. Here, J-I took advantage of 

the advise of Mieczyslaw F. RAXMKI. In econanic mtters he relied more on 

the concepts of Wladyslaw BPXA and Alfred GXIWIM. 

11. How did JARUZESKI m a g e  his staff meetings? 

In the Polish Peoples' Amed Forces during JAfucaELsKITs regime, as 

well as under his predecessors, there were neither traditions nor custam of 

calling and holding meetings (conferences) of the staff which would be chaired 

by the Minister of National Defense. mere were, though, formal meetings of 

the so called collegial advisory organs, chaired by JARUZJWXI. 

These collegial advisory organs *re: the Ministry of National 

Defense Tean and the Military Council of the Ministry of National Defense. 3. 

In addition, as needs arose there were conferences and gatherings at the 

central echelon of the Ministry of National Defense, devoted to specific 

themes, such as: meetings about the ideological thanes, counter-action against 

F 

e n m  propaganda (both subjects invented by WUZELSKI), and conferences about 

rationalization of econunic magenents, etc. The hosts of such gatherings 

and their chairmen were the viceninisters responsible for the speciific 

s e w n t  of activities ~ f l e  the Minister of National Ikfence acted as a guest 

and, of course% the chief mentor. 

Aside fran this, a briefing of the leading echelon of the Polish 

A m e d  Forces took place once a year during filch the Minister of National 

Defense surmarized the past year and set the tasks for the next year. 

I I 
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11. (a,b,c,d,) Were they rigid and fonm1,or casual and easy going? Was 

there a strict agenda that vas rigidly adhered to or HWS it flexible? Did 

meetings alwys start and end precisely on time? W s  JAlWEMKI insistent on 

this? Did stbordinates feel they could easily speak up or disagree with 

JAXZEUXI? 

Ihe m t i t g s  of the advisory collegial organs chaired by JAFWELSKI 

were always very formal and rather stiff. lhey were usually attended by the 

d e r s  of a given organ or persons invited to examine specific problem (most 

often their chief authors or experts). m e  list of these persons was 

approved by the Chief of m i n e t  of 1M9). 

the prescribed protocol. '!%ere HWS always the same J-I's officer for 

special tasks who acted as a minute-taker and prepared an official protocol of 

the meeting. 

Places were taken in accordance with 

m 

Issues were discussed and examined follming an agenda prepared ahead 

In over ten years period no one could (at lest a quarter of the year before). 

cite a case in aich an itemwas removed or postponed for later consideration, 

on JARUZO.BKIfs initiative. Sanetimes, huwever, JARLaeL;sxI agreed tomake a 

change when a motion ws m d e  by a chief of the responsible activity, 

especially if sanething were unfinished or new events took place which 

req T- uired substantive changes and carpletions. He did this, however, 

with considerable resistance and evinced in such instances his 

di ssa t i s f ac t ion. 

Meetings began punctually and ran along the strictly established 

order of the agenda. They %ere opened formally by JAIzLaELsKI M o  in his 

ritual introduction presented this very agenda (at times he even cannented on 

the planned breaks), pointed out the goals of the meetings or most frequently 
- 



he underlined the significance of the problem under discussion. 

He chaired the meeting canposed, giving the floor to each in turn 

as they asked for It. 

sanebody to state his views. Also, rarely during the discussion would he 

pose questions. He wwrld never interrupt anyone during a person's 

presentation. In principle, the subordinates could freely express their views. 

I know of no instance in which he m l d  call upon 

In practice, however, to qy knawle4ge, differences of opinions arose only 

between the &ers of the collegial organs and I have never heard of an 

instance in which any subordinate vmld disagree with JAwlElsKI. If so, then 

such remrks were directed in a rather diplamtic form in the proposals 

submitted to him. 

It w s  difficult, besides, to have a different view frun J-I 

since the latter alrcreys expressed his rn views at the end of the meeting 

while he surmarized the discussion. 

Generally, meetings of the collegial advisory organs were for 

JARUZE[sKI a form of a tribune which he used to transnit his thughts and 

intentions downward to the armed forces. He was always very well prepared for 

it. His rerrarks w r e  rmch m r e  than a mere s m r y  of the discussion. He did 

not like to slide over the surface of the problem. Rather, he usually 

analyzed then in details surprising the listeners as rmch with the accuracy of 

his  observations, as with the originality of the solutions outlined by him. 

One could say that all metings, conferences end gatherings formed one of 

the m a t  wortant basis of strengthening his authority. 



12. What were JARUZMKI's views on the PZPR? His attitude t m r d  

politics before 1980? Haw active a Party m e r  was he? His interest in 

Central C%nmittee activities and deliberations once he wes elected to that 

body? Did he attend m s t  ameetings? 

JAFlLaEIsKI ms connected with the PZPR rmch longer and rmch more 

personally and ideologically involved that it is generally assmd.  

He HWS identified by the conservative Party wing as a llcaneleonvlsince 

supposedly by changing the basis of his convinctions he survived at least four 

sharp turns of that Party (1948, 1956, 1970, 1980). He not only did not fall 

off on any of those turns but on the contrary, indeed mnaged to inprove his 

position each time. I n m  estimate this is only partly true. It is true that 

-1 did indeed survived all shake-ups of the Party but perhaps not 

because he changed his views but rather because he never voiced any extreme 
F 

views about internal affairs, always r a i n i n g  closely allied with the 

center. Moreover, schenes of all kinds were alien to him and he adjusted 

easily to new conditions and situations. 

Without any doubts, the m s t  inportant fact in his career was that 

his Party activities were limited rminly to the realm of the armed forces 

Party ideology and foreign policy. 

He joined the m9R or rather its predecessor the PPR (Polish Workers' 

Party) In 1947 at the tim when the Soviet and Polish camrunists began to form 

secretly their cells ("yacheiki") < in the Polish Peoples' Armed 

Forces. He, therefore, did not join the Party as a volunteer but, in 

c o n f o m c e  with the then applied practice was chosen and recannended by 

saneone, and subsequently "at his requestvv secretly accepted. 
A. 

The relatively late date and the circmtances in which JMUZEUIKI 



joined the Party, can not by any means, be interpreted as an indication of his 

wavering. As an officer of Polish Peoples' Armed Forces he could not have 

joined the Party earlier for the single reason that the Party had not yet been 

recruiting marbers among the military at that time limiting its membership to 

the old cammists Iran the so called Uhion of Polish Patriots (Zwviazek 

I Patriotaw Polskich) frun the IRSR, subsequently adding the activists of the 

Polish Workers' Psrty (PPR) frun Poland itself. 

There were only scraps of such intomtion penetrating the General 

Staff of the Polish Armed Forces at that time. 'fhese sources indicated that 

JARLZEISKI's mmbership in the Party was neither accidental nor career- 

motivated. JARUZLUKI was already earlier prepared for it ideologically and 

organically and there should be no doubt that his decision in that respect m s  

purposeful1 and based on rmch earlier infused conviction. 
L 

In the early post war years, JARWESKI was fascinated with the 

revolutionary ideals and with the introduction of the new order in Poland. He 

WBS very active, often delivering relevant political speeches in the frmemrk 

of his official duties and in the so calied Social Work Circles. Later he 

beceme nearly a professional speaker at the meetings and Party training 
program. Pis activity focused upon spreading and dissminating the theories 

of marxim-leninism, political econaqy and history of the All-Union Camnist 

Party (bolsheviks') (Soviet-Carrmnist Party). He revealed himself as a shining 

specialist in the critique of the social relationships of pre-war Poland, and 

In the condemnation of internal political opposition, and world-wide 

inperialisn. He did not, hmver, involved himelf in any internal in- - especially in condarning the so called "rightist national 
deviation", i .e. the a [ l w I x A - S m I  group. 

I , .,. , .... 
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H i s  particular talents in propaganda-agitation activities attracted 

attention of others and became one of the most inportant motives for 

appointing him in 1960 to the most sfgnificant Party post of the chief of the 

M i n  Polistical Directorate (WD) of the Polish Anned Forces 5. and 

subsequently his introduction Iran the so called ''keyn to the Central 

Oomnittee of the Hwp (PPR), 

IXlrix the time of CXMUUKA, J-I had no great influence on any 

issues of the Party or of the State, in fact he never attarpted any such 

thiq. "he dcgmtic First Secretary needed neither advice nor counsel. He 

did, hawever, danand loyalty and obedience. JARUZEUKI understood this very 

-11 and concentrated all his energies on the developnent of Party's influence 

in the military, as wll as on streqthening the authority and justifying the 

policies of the First Secretary in this enviromnt. One could say that as 

the Chief of the General Staff, and subsequently the Minister of** 

National Defense, JAFWZEXI felt himself to be m r e  a Party activist than a 

military camrander, devoting m x e  time and attention to the Party's political 

activities than to purely military affairs. 

F 

He looked upon each issue, studied it and m d e  decisions in the 

context of the Party's politics and interests, danonstrating with each step 

his dedication and faithfullness. He took an active part in all the meetings 

of the Central Crmnittee of FWP (PZPR). Often, he took part in the meetings 

of various problmsolving ccmnissions of that body, especially those with 

ideological and foreign policy issues. His activity during that period did 

not, however, go beyond his granting in the name of the military, of the 

Hlornout stereotype and faithfully submissive support for the policies of 

aMJLK4. 
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JAKZELSKI was shaken up by the events of 1970 in Poland and all 

indications point tb the fact that he honestly hoped to draw lessons frcm 

these events for himself and for the Party. Attenpting to r id  himself 

of the responsibility which weighed upon him, in the light of the Polish 

legislation, for the bloody supression of the mrkers' revolt on the 

coastline, he personally prepared a document in which he fomulated his awn 

evaluation of these events, and drew conclusions for the future (see Docunent 

Nr .PR-667 1 . 
Everything ended, though,on only good intentions. Despite the fact 

that after 1970 as amarber of the Political Bureau of the Ckintral Cumittee 

of PUWP (P2PR) and the m i n  supporter of OIERH['s authority, his position 

within the Party being m c h  stronger, he never took advantage to use it for 

the inplementation of his own conclusions fran these bloody events. 

JNUZEWKI quickly submitted himself to GI=, even creating within the 

armed forces a sort of cult around the mn. )re regularly invited GIERlN to 

take part in the most inportant military undertakings (exercises, Party 

conferences) and for visits to military units. 

Ch his o m  initiative he introduced, in the %in Defense Tasks of 

the PPR" (Wezlw Zalozenia Obronne PRL), the m s t  inportant d o c m n t  which 

fomlated official doctrine of the defense of the country, new legal basis 

which gave the Party and its First Secretary specific authority to direct the 

armed forces and the defense of the country. In the second half of the 

seventies, he took part in the behind the scenes ettarpts to change the 

constitution and establish in the Polish People's Republic, an official 

position of the President of the PPR, foreseen for the First Secretary of the 

Party . 
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In the seventies, JARWXSKI supported uncritically GIWH('s program 

of an accelerated developnent of the country and of construction of a new 

Poland. He took part in all meetings of the Political Wlreau and of the 

Central Ccnmi t tee of the PUVP (PZRI). 

meting and voiced his views. There is no doubt, h m v e r ,  that he was almys 

wery well prepared for it. The office of the Minister of Defense, the General 

Staff of the Polish Amed Forces and other central institutins of the MW 

always had full hands with analysis and evaluation of the material and 

and documents, Wich had to be studied and accepted by these organs. 

I do not knaw 1 f he spoke at each 

Fran the docunents which I myself prepared or what uws prepared by rqy 

colleagues fran the office of the Minister of National Defense and the General 

Staff, I know that all went well at the Political Wlreau and that J-I 

did not raise any voice of wisdan at these meetings. 
CA 

13. What Were JMUZELSKIts Views on the Catholic CZlurch? 

m e  Poles are a nation of ranantics and dreamers who often value 

their heroes not by what they are in reality but rather W a t  they would like 

than to be. 

spreading, first at h a m  and later abroad about the appearance of new Konrad 

h"KD 6,  in the person of General JARUZEMI, who once, when he wes a 
young boy graduated fran convent school, and today with God in his heart is 

only vmiting to free Poland from the chains of cumunimn. As an indication 

In 1980 and 1981 during the crisis in Poland a tale was 

4% 

4 
v 

of his real goals it HWS mentioned and it is even today being repeated in the 

serious political circles that J-1 restored certain religious freedm 

in Poland (such as permission to build churches, radio transmission of c 

Sunday masses) and the establishent of a dialogue with the (Xlurch. 
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In this little story (which I suspect is being spread not only by - 
special propaganda of the Polish regime) the only truth is probably the fact 

that J-I actually did attend a convent school. Since that time, 

h m v e r ,  m y  years had passed during which he becane an "enlightened" mrxist 

who is supremely aware that his ideology and practice can not be reconciled 

with the Church. 

J-I never hid his views about the Church fran his military 

colleagues. He always expressed his views explicitly about reduction of the 

role and the influence of the Olurch in the PPR, considering the Church as the 

bulwark of the reaction (opposition) and backwardness. 

h m v e r ,  he went nuch further since in the Polish armed forces the Olurch was 

not only cargletely eliminated but, violating the freedan of conscience 

guaranteed in the constitution, he applied repressive measures for religious 

practices against military personnel. In the years of 1871-73 there were 285 

In practice 

? 

punishmnts by the Party for religious practices. 

were given to officers, 28 to warrant officers, 89 to career MlDs, 12 to cadet 

officers, 44 to enlisted men and 13 to civilian arployees of the military. A 

similar, in fact a higher nuher of punishnents w r e  given in the subsequent 

years of the seventies. m e  officers and m, party merrbers and non-party 

In these, 98 punisbnts 

I 

were punished not only for their own religious practices but m r e  often for 

religious practices of their wives and ahildren (for instance, religious 

marriage cermmy, partiaipating in cathecim classes, catholic funeral at 

which a priest WBS in attendance, etc.). The m s t  frequent service punishnent 

for religious practices w88 a transfer to a lawer service post, often also 

expulsion fran the career service in the Polish Armed Forces. 

The issues of religious practices by soldiers and the methods for 
F- 

1 I 



cdatting such practices in the Polish anned forces were periodically 

discussed at the meetlngs of collegial organs of the MW, the carmands of the 

Military Districts, and branches of the armed forces. All, what in the 

innocent service language vas called "innmieation of the military against 

influences of the clergyff, was under the patronage of JARUZEMKI, who in this 

respect issued confidential directives and Intructions and insured their 

inp lgnen ta t i on. 

Could JARUZELSKI with such attitude toward the Church, t m r d  

religious freedm as was anply demonstrated in the military for nearly a 

quarter of century, change suddenly in 1980/1981? ?here is only one answer: 

No! He was and remined a mrxist and amilitant atheist. He was, however, 

and still r a i n s  a good strategist vho had been able to see imnediate and 

distant objectives, who sorupulately counts and gathers such forces which m e  

vital to reach these objectives. 

Grantillg the Church in 1980 certain concession (at which time 

JARUBLSKIfs attitude was, if not decisive, at least certainly crucial) m s  

not a gesture of the authorities nor 8 sign of his will, but rather a dramatic 

attempt to rescue the regime in the situation which for the Party and 

Qoverrment appeared hopeless. 

During the crisis, the Party and the authorities wire opposed by ten 
, 

million m e d e r s  of the wSaIIwlITYft  mainly !ran industrial and urban 

centers, An unyielding attitude in sensitive Church issues could have added 

at least an additional equal nurber of opponents f r u n m n g  until then still 

passive catholic villages. Retreating tactically, in accordance with I I N f s  

/4 
teachiqs, the Party and the authorities, neutralized the villages radically 

s o T d  desorientation in the ranks of the catholic segment of "Solidarity", Y 

I 



and won the support of the moral authority of the church hierarchy for the 

l g ~ ~ i a l  peace". 

All of the above reasoning concerning the mtives for the treatment 

of the CWrch by the authorities w r e  not fomlated by me but actually by 

JAKlZ0SKI who presented them alrnost literally as I did to the Soviet Mmshal 

KULIKlov but in aarefully chosen words, during the discussion of these problem 

three years ago. 

This took place on 12 January 1981 at the time of the official 

meeting of the W i n e d  Oarmand of the M i n e d  Axmed Forces (ZSZ) with the 

leadership of 1vN) of the PPR, in which I personally took part. This f o m l  

gathering was intended for the signing of a docunent about obligations of the 

Polish Peoples' Republic to the Warsaw Pact. The Russians, however, used this 

meeting as a .form for the criticism of the conduct of the leadership of PPR 

in that period. Since the issue of the Church, inter alia, distrubed them, 

KULIKY expressed a wish to view a docunentary f i l m  about the Pope's first 

visit to Poland. mring the viewing, KULIKW behaved as if he attended a 

boxing match, loudly expressing his disapproval during nearly every 

sequence, He threw various ranarks and questions to J-1 and other 

generals of the Polish military. JARUZEUNI wles visibly dejected and was 

unable to retort. Ihe only thing he mnaged to utter at the end of the 

viewing, were the above cited rarYlrks which forced the Party and the 

F 

O o v e r m t  to make concessions to the Church. 

I am far fran claiming that JARWXUKI expressed at that time exactly 

what he felt or M a t  he wanted to say, especially about the primitive methods 

of ceatting the Church, suggested to him by the Russians (discrediting of 

clergymn, restrictions in building of religious edifices and religious 

- 



practices, application of repressions, etc.). Similarly, I do not t h A  that 

he even intended to transfer literally his experience in cdatting the Church 

and religion in the military to the country as a whole. For this 

-1 is too intelligent and he k n m  what consequences could such a move 

entail. For me personally, though, there is absolutely no doubt that his 

present flirtation with the Church is being dictated by the unusual si tuation 

in Poland, and will last as long as he wSll need the support of the Church, 

or as long as the Uiurch will provide him such support. 

Che ought not rule out that kncrwinp; the influence of the CXlurch in 

Poland, and being aware of the inefficacy of the heterofore applied 

ahinistrative measures, he will atterrgt to arrange sane kind of a d u s  

vivendi based on a role of the CXlurch strictly limited to purely religious 

functions. 

14. What Were -1's views on the Soviets? 

a) Were there any incidents in which he tried to show up the 

Sovf ets? 

mere is no doubt that JARWELSKI belonged to themst authentic 

adherents of a close alliance between Poland and the Soviet Union. He felt, 

that in the past this alliance provided the basis for the liberation of the 

country Iran HI'ILeR's occupation, and ws the deciding Pac n the social F 
changes in postwar Poland. He also felt that at this time this alliance 

represents the only and unfailing guarantee of retention of the independence 

and territorial integrity of the Polish Peoples' Republic. Moreover, he 

considered that the econanics of Poland and the Soviet Union canplmnted each 

great perspectives for the econanic developnent of the country. 



He believed In the peaceiul Soviet intentions identifying himelf 

fully with the a h  and methods of this pawer and its defense policy in the 

sphere of relations with the West and especially with the countries of W'. 

He also, without any qualm, became involved in the export of the revolution, 

via UQSR, to all corners of the world. 

He recognized and honestly respected the so called special role of 

the ISSR in the "Socialist Countries Cmmbnwealth". He did consider, though, 

that as the revolution progressed in the specific countries of this 

Cunnomalth and the socialist system becanes more solidified, the primitive 

Soviet interventionism in relationship with these countries ought t o  be 

succesively replaced by the authentic leadership functions. He felt that the 

Polish camunists have arrived at the level which not only predisposes then to 

to an independent leadership over their awn state but also to exert certain 
- 

defined influence on the Cunnonwealth as a whole. 
He HWS upset by the treatmnt of Poland by the second echelon 

leadership of the USSR (senior generals and mrshals) as if Poland m r e  one Of 

their arm republics. The respect, however, in which he held this great paver, 

nearly paralyzed him and he never undertook any atterQt alone to stand up 

against then, In conflict situation he used his subordinates, while trying 

not to notice the contrariness or simply got over it in the course of daily 

tasks. At times he refirted to sune kfnd of a diplanatic nuance in a m n n e r  

in vhIch in a positive way he pointed out to the Russians haw they ought to 

treat the allies fran the Wrsaw Pact. 

I adnit that in the initial period of ny responsibility for 

s 

- cooperation with the Russians I had difficulties in understanding what he 

really wented. For instance, I w8s taken back when he ahnished me that 



in the Staff study prepared by me for h i s  rermrks at the meeting of the 

Oomnittee of the Defense Ministers there WBS an mission of a c m n t  about 

the Soviet proposal on which "Polish side w s  duly consulted in a denocratic 

fashion", for vhich we are very grateful. When I responded that nothing of 

this sort took place, hemttered as if to saneone d o  just dropped on earth: 

=that is just the case". 

Since I considered such conduct improper, because UR -re becaning 

participants in the Soviet deception, I shared 

the General Staff of the Polish Anned Forces, Gen. SIWItXI. He then explained 

cannents with the Chief of 

to me that we had no other choice but to keep reninding them in a delicate way 

that they should do it. 

JA€WZIW3KI knew Russian mentality and their sensivity to cr 

Because of this he not only never criticized them himelf but fought 
- ticim. 

against 

the slightest appearances of such criticism on the part of subordinates. 

In only nly am envirozrnent there were two incidents of victimized officers for 

their careless carments about the USSR. Colonel BwzaL who cri tized Soviet 

activity in Portugal (inmediately after the %arnation revolutionIv) was trans- 

ferred Iran the General Staff to a r w t e  garrison. 

A nanination of awn deputy for the position of the cannander of 

the 5th Armored Division via8 revoked for his criticism of the Soviet approach 

in amranent sales to the Warsaw Pact countries. 
In opinion JARUZEUXI did not oppose criticism of the USSR by 

itself (which he himself in many instances shared) but he was afraid to allow 

any laxity in the dscipline and the spreading of this phenanenon in the Polish 

Armed Forces, for which he could be held responsible. The officers 

mentioned above were punished supposedly not for the sole fact of criticim 

' :. 
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but rather for the way they expressed this criticianwhich could have spread 

to wider envlrorment eventually reaching Russians thernselves. Had it not been 

for this threat the issue would have taken a different turn. 

m e  writer of this study often allowed himelf a relatively sharp 

critique of Soviet concepts and danands. JARUBMKI accepted these 

criticism, though, in a sour fashion since he did not like to discuss such 

thlllgs, but all ended well. I even have certain basis for rr(y suppositions that 

rqv critical approach (to the extent it u~is possible) toward the U5SR was one 

of the reasons for entrusting me with the post connected with the 

military cooperation in the framework of the Wirsaw Pact and retention of me 

in that position for such a long tlme. 

JARUZHBKI had no real secrets before Russians, but he did not like 

to be surprised by them. Because of this, he unde K arious steps to reduce 

Soviet penetration of the Polish A d  Forces, and indirectly also of Soviet 

influences. With this goal in mind, he effectively opposed the reintroduction 

of Soviet military advisers to various echelons of the Polish military under a 

variety of covers as representatives of the Suprene OomrYInder 

of M i n e d  Armed Forces (ZSZ). The status of these representatives in the 

Polish Armed Forces which -1 assigned to then was far renoved fran 

Soviet d m d s  and statuses which -re given to then by the Genmn, Ckech and 

Bulgarian cammds. -1 gave key positions to people who were not 

directly connected with MDscm. He also stemned the the unrestricted flow of 

infonnation to the Russians about the situation in the Polish military. 

In this respect, inter alia, he even dared to r m v e  an officer of 

the Polish Forces, Cbl. RMAlA fran the general Staff who systemticale 

ly rendered acoessible to the representatives of the Suprene Onnmder of the 
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m i n e d  A m d  Forces inportant military docunents. He gave the Russians a 

free rein in contacting officers and soldiers of the Polish AmKd Forces but 

sirmltaneously he confidentially required that representatives of the hND 

acccnpenied the Soviet generals and officers during their visits to the lower 

echelons of the anned forces. 

JAWZELSKI had an excellent personal relationship with the deceased 

Soviet Minister of Defense, Marshal (XEU-XD and nearly the smne relationship 

characterized by mtual goodwill and personal friendship with his successor, 

Marshal USI'IIWV. The Soviet leadership appraised the personal relations of 

JAXEELSKI t w r d  the USSR in the "category of contributions of historical 

significance. 
If 

Based on this appraisal, Moscow reposed the greatest hopes for the 
rcc 

"restoration of order" especially in J-I. W e n ,  however, under the 

pressure of the population, the authorities kept retreating and J-I 

delayed using the military until more favorable conditions m u l d  arise, the 

Soviet leadership consider ?- ed him incapable o f K t i n g  and undertook concrete 

steps to replace him and KANIA with m r e  decisive people. J-I' received 

a series of reports fran Polish generals and other officers who were prepared 

for it by the M a s s y  of the USSR in Warsaw and by the representatives of 

the Suprene Cmmnder of the m i n e d  Armed Forces (ZSZ) attached to the 

Eolish military. 

In nly view, this mas an excellent shock therapy which started changes 

in JAFUZEUW's attitude t m r d  the USSR. 

to state that JARUZEUKI resorted to sane kind of volte face in his esthtes 

of the USSR as the ally of the.Folish Peoples' Republic. There is no doubt, 

though, that he arrived at a conviction, not without certain basis, as i t  

I t  would be a misunderstanding 

c 



appeared fran the veiled ctmnents of his closest friend SIWImI, that the ZaSR 

is to repea%(;n the PRI, one of its scenarios frcmHungary, Czechoslovakia or 

Afganistan. 

when the WSFt undertook further preparations in this direction. One of these 

WAS for Instance the concentration of a Soviet armoured unit around Warsaw, 

without prior agreement of the official Polish authorities. This unit WBS in 

position to reach in only .20 minutes, the buildings of the C!ntral Cbrmittee 

of the Rkryp, Council of Ministers and the Council of State. Another special 

unit w s  designated to take over the Radio-Television Center within the same 

period of the. Also, without the knowledge and agreement of the Polish side, 

the Russians set-up on the territory of the PPR a special radio cammications 

system system to direct the operations of the m i n e d  Armed Forces. In 

addition they undertook a systemtic a ir  delivery of troops and equipnent to 

various parts of Poland. The pilots of the Soviet aircraft and helicopters 

This conviction solidified with JARIZWSKI still mre in 1981 

did not subordinate thmelves to the Polish Civil Aviation Service thus 

endangering even the civil aviation traffic. The height of contenpt and 

disrespect or perhaps only blackmail, was the transmittal behind his back of 

tasks to the Polish Civil Aviation Service to secure the overflights and 

loading on the territory of Poland of over 300 Soviet transport aircraft five 
hours before the intended start by than of three airlift bridges with the USS& 7 

* \  7 - $1 -emtmpt"-aua4h-S&- eUmmdem-- - 
/ 

The Russians waent so far, in their contenpt that the Soviet c m n d e r s  in the 

Wastern military districts of the USSR, and even in the Moscowmilitary 

district began to designate buildings in the whole territory of Poland which 

Hlould be taken by their military cmmnds. 

All reports of the General Staff in such instances (and there were 



rmny more) Were accepted by J-1 without c m n t s  while he mintained a 

good face in a bad play. He always attarpted to rationalize and to justify 

the Soviet action. mere ms, however, no doubt that under the influence of 

these facts he could conclude that the actual danger to the Polish State's 

separateness even with a limited sovereigni ty constitutes the USSR. 
* 

15. How nationalistic did JARLELSKI seen to be regarding Poland's future? 

e 

possible nationalistic attitude of the rmin hero of these happenings, Gen. 

JAI(vZELsK1. 

I believe it is unnecessary to prove, that in general, the events 

Poland followed the exact requirenents and instructions of lbbsccrw, though, 

perhaps a little later and not exactly in the style then wished and still 

being wished for by the Soviet leadership. CXn the personal influence of 

JAFIYZEISKI on such series of developnents be an indication of his 

nationalistic interest in the future of Poland? Did he danonstrate such 

interest in the past? 

n 

Basing it on the facts fran the period which preceeded the martial 

law in Poland, there is no way to find even a mllest trace of JtUURXMKI's 

interest, even on a distant scale, in directing Poland taward the road of 

* 
Translator's note. The author avoids the use of "Polish state's 
independence", since he as all other Poles, considers that Poland 
is neither independent nor sovereign. 



self-reliant, independent fran the USSR, national existence, One could 

say even more: all of his, very logical action, indicated that he was 

convinced that Poland, in the close alliance with the USSR could obtain 

everything, even achieve independence. 

direction mean betrayal of national interests since they could end with a 

catastrophy for the h l e s ,  including the loss of independence. The slogan 

"achievement of independence", as i t  is proven in practice, has a clearly 

limited meaning, being in essence reduced to the state authorities obtaining 

greatplnd greater f reedan in the organization of national socio-econanic 

life. It did not mean returning to the nation its sine qua non rights of 

deciding its own fate. 

In the sen# vein attempts in opposite 

J-KI often resorted to the historical experiences of the Poles, 
A 

though, he treated the national heritage tendentiously to justify the actual 

policy, especially the alliance with the USSR. 

cited, h a y s  exposed faults, weaknesses and the falls of Poland, ignoring 

the periods of her greatness and her prime. 

In the historical trends he 

He appealed to the patriotic feelings of hfs subordinates, but he 

In the seventies, as the Minister of hitmelf bartered the fate of Poland. 

National Defense he kept signing allied understandings without any hesitation 

even though these further restricted the form81 basis of Poland's dependence 

on the Soviet Union. JNUZELSKI damnstrated his total lack of interest in 

,- 

mking Poland dependent on the USSR, during the 1979 negotiations and /uM, 

acceptance of the Wartime Statute of the m i n e d  Armed Forces (5332). Several 

states of the Warsaw Pact had serious reservations regarding this 

understanding since the Soviet directives in themelves went so far as to 

deprive the national leadership of the mrsaw Pact countries of the rights to 

SE t 
I 



participate in decision W i n g  about defense affairs,in this also in decision- 

making about peace and war, excluding even fran the national jurisdiction the 

national armed forces transferred to the Soviet carmand. JARUZESKI did have 

certain reservations in this respect but in the end he concluded that the 

interests of the Sacialist OamDnweaIth had priority over the sovereignity of 

mll and medimsized countries, in contglporary times. 

In the span of the last decade, JARUZEWKI evinced, without 

insinuations, that he is deddely against the course of beccmfng independent 

of the ZFSSRwhich Rmania had chosen to follow. The Ranenian signals, which 

I personally transmitted fran Ranania, and which indicated that they expected 

the Poles to take a m r e  independent position at the Warsaw Pact form, 

JAIUZJUMI considered these nearly a plot or counter-revolutionary move and 

discarded the ideas with contempt. Without batting an eye he allwed himelf 

however, to be dragged in by Russians into a "solidarity" c q a i g n  against the 

Ramnians at the nreetings of the Chmittee of Defense Ministers. Moreover, 

he expressed dissatisfaction when the marbers of the Polish delegation 

established any kind of closer social contacts with the Rarmnians. 

reports suhitted to the then political and Party leaders of the Polish 

PeoplesIRepublic (GI-, m C Z )  he distorted and dawngraded the 

- 

In the 

Rananian position. 

mriq the crisis in Poland he shaved great interest in the Hungarian 

model and the height of his d r e m ,  which he underscored many times, was to 

arrive at the level Mich that country reached in the econanic field. 

l a .  Were s m  of JARUUBSKIls personal attitudes highly moralistic 

L or puritanical about how he or his officers should behave? 
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a. 

JAKTZELSKI WBS a mralist of a sort. 01 his initiative and with h i s  

Did he Insist on highly moral and correct behavior? 

decisive participation a special docunent was prepared and codified in the 

Polish military and titled: ' m e  Principles of Ethics and (Xlstm for the 

Oareer Personnel of the Polish Peoples' Armed Forces", i,e., a moral code of 

career soldiers. This code prmlgated such general values, as inter alia, 

love and devotion to the fatherland, placing of interests of society over 

above personal interests, soldiers' honor, personal dignity, honesty, 

truthfullness, modesty, canradeship, equal respect for super ors and sub- 

ordinates, respect for uniform and others. 

cited exlarples of behavior in variy social situations and enviromnts, in 

service and at ham, in public places, etc. If I remarber correctly, there 

seen to have been sane kind of cammclnents for do's and don'ts, as well as 

how one should react M e n  suneone else violated these principles of ethics. 

Simultaneously w th this, the code 
& 

The principles of ethics were supplanented sanewhat by the armed 

forces manuals about internal and disciplinary rmtters, fomlated with 

the personal involvanent of JARWESKI, as well as the continuing ltProgrw of 

Development of Culture in the Polish Armed Forces". 

JARLELSKI was not fanatical about the issue of ethics and morality 

but he wwld not let anyone who transgressed get away with it, in the long 

run, For instance, in 1968 he appointed Gen. Boleslaw CHMIA as the mief of 

General Staff of the PAP (Polish Armed Forces) being aware that his appointee 

had an inclination t m r d  alcohol. JARLZEMKI tolerated this and limited 

himself only to reasoning with him for nearly five years. When cH[IczTA, 

huwever, disregarded these rebukes in a flagrant m e r  and disgraced himself, 

JARVLEILKI ranoved him fran hfs job, 

c 



In a similar fashion he treated one of his officers for Special 

Act Ivi t ies, alone1 Henryk MI(3WLSKI. JMUEELSKI WBS aware, in general, about 

MICIIALSKI'S difficulties in his personal life and was not even disturbed by 

the fact that during a nearly decade of their cooperation MI(Ewa9HI WBB thrice 

divorced. When, however, his fourth wife filed a canplaint that she was 

beaten by him, JMUZELSKI transferred M(X4lSKI fran his office to another 

position within the IVM). 

Already in the sixties, JARUZEMKI began a cearpafgn in the military 

against alcoholic abuses. He issued a series of controversial directives 

forbidding the sale and consurption of alcohol on military installations, 

including officers' clubs, and giving of parties during working hours. He 

did not, however, inplenent these directives with an iron hand. It also 

happened that WUEELSKI himelf fell into the trap of his awn directives when 
/-. 

he gave R party of the Officers' Club of the 12th Mechanized Division to honor 

the Party dignitaries of SXZIEIN. An overzelous carmander directed that 

drinking glasses be filled with watered juice, m e n  JARUZEUXI toasted his 

visi tors he determined that author of this "idea"vu1garized h i s  directlve and 

fired him on the spot. 

JAFlvazLsKI did not like banquets and parties, except perhaps the so 

called "joint soldiers'lunchesl' at which wine was served. Official parties 

and banquets with the full choice of alcoholic beverages, took place only when 

this was required by the diplanatic protocol. At such time he drank himself 

but only h e n  toasts were proposed. 
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b. 

Since the Polish Amed Forces had a non-cash, central supply systen,. 

Haw did he deal with corruption? 

corruption, bribes or graft were rmrginal occurences which arose very rarely 

and on a really anall scale. More canmn form of taking personal advantages 

was using soldiers' labor in agriculture and forestry, in housing and 

industrial construction, and using military equipnent and nmteriel for 

personal purposes. Estimated losses fran these instances were not too great, 

often even laughable. 

(lnly a few cases of bribery m r e  noted,'rminly for avoidance of 

carQu1sory draft. 

in all thefts of govermnt property. All oficers involved to whan acceptance 

JARWWKI reacted rather sharply in all bribery cases and 

of bribes were proven were sentenced by courtimrtials to long prison 

sentences. 

released f ran career mi 1 i tary service. Similar fate was dealt to those who 

resorted to theft of military property for personal gains. 

of minor gains fran soldiers' labor or personal profiting fran use of military 

equiprrrent and mterial, the prosecutor's investigations were generally dis -  

continued and the guilty individuals were punished via disciplinary action 

mst often by being transferred to a lower service post. 

In addition, they were reduced in ranks by JARUBLSKI and 

In the instances 

It rmst be stated, in general, that JAIllElSMI did not create in this 
this area any witch-hunt. mere were hundreds of letters about abuses which 

were received in the offices of the Mlnistry of National Defense. These 

included charges against higher-ups mostly in a form of anonymus 

correspondence. Each case was studied individually and based on legal 

designation w8s investigated by either the Chief Military Inspectorate or by 

mi 1 i tary prosecutor 0 



In JARUZELSKIts attitude toward econanic crimes one couL discern an 

application of a double standard or even a double morality. Ch the one hand a 

tight rein and harsh penalties for personal appropriations of govermnt goods 

on a am11 scale, on the other hand creation in the fashion of the Party-State 

elite, of legal loopholes which m d e  it possible for the high-ranking military 

personalities to do these very things legally. For instance, in the seventies 

all the Viceninisters of National Defense and OIiefs of Central Institutions 

were given a temporary or permanent ownership of newly constructed or 

oarpletely rehabilitated, at the costs of millions, govermnt apartment 

buildings and hams. Even JLWUZEUXI himelf was unable to resist this 

pressure and used a villa which ws rehabilitated and especially adapted for 

his residence at the cost of approximately one and half million zlotys. 

u.  Haw did he deal with discipline problem? 
- 

JAWZEUXI always preferred to rely on upbringing and preventative 

masures against deliquencies. He considered punishnent as a last resort a 

nd personally resorted to it in exceptional cases, rminly by transferring 

offenders to a lower service post, He was certainly very understanding, and in 

many instances such affairs ended in only an oral reprimand. He did 

favor, however, recognition of people and awirding of prizes in the form of 

carmendat ions, monetary awards, govermntal paid furlonghs abroad 

mdals,etc. 

Che of the exenples of JARUZEUKI1s conduct in disciplinary rmtters 

was the case of Colonel AM#3BIUK. This officer, despite being quite talented 

had in his service m y  so called ups and d m s ,  i .e., he was quickly pranoted 

and thereafter, as a result of sune kind of misdeeds, most often because of 

drinking, he HWS being transferred to luver and lawer positions, f)uring one 

c 

I 



of h i s  subsequent llupsll before advancing him to a position within the General 

I I 

c 

n 

Staff, he vm entrusted with a mission of participating as a secretary of the 

Polish delegation at the meting of the Military Council of W i n e d  Anned 

Forces (ZSZ) in Budapest. Suddenly, ANCWBIW disappeared with all the 

docmnts, inmediately upon landing at the Wldapest airport. Since there had 

been fears that he might have been kidnapped, large forces of the Hungarian 

police as me11 as border guards and special services P- of several countries of 

WP were mobilized. He vms ultimately found on the next day, totally drunk and 

sleeping in the city park with classified docunents under his head. Since the 

affair becam known outside of the Polish delegation the resulting 

erbarassment WBS crucial and JAFaaElsKI suffered visibly Iran it. He became 

convinced that retaining ANLEU3ILK on active duty made no sense because 

nothing seemed to help. Not wantim, hmver, to deprive himof retirmnt 

pay (which took place autamtically in disciplinary cases), he recarmended 

that he apply for release fran active duty for medical reasons. 

Shultaneously, the Medical Cannission was advised "to find" medical reasons 

for his release. Ultimtely AMIADSIW vms thus released. After a year, 

hwever, he concluded that i f  he w r e  in active duty longer he might have had 

a chance to be warded the Chevalier Cross of Polonia Restituta (this and 

higher awards entitled the holder to an additional 2%of his salary). 

In h i s  case, his retirement of 83% of his active duty salary, would be 

increased to 10046. He, therefore, subnitted his request honestly to 

J M J Z i U K I  M o  agreed to award him this decoration. 

I h e  exanple cited above is perhaps too extrene. JARLaELsKI not 

alvmys allawed himself to be so mgnanimus, though in disciplinary rmtters he 

always attempted, at least in part, to also be the defense attorney of the 
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accused to insure that the latter was not hanned. 

17. Wmt ywps JARUZBSKI’S life-style? Flashy and lavish, modest or 

spartan? Did he flaunt his p m r  and authority? Did he ever abuse the p m r  

of his position? Bsenples? 

It would be difficult to describe JARILaE[SKI’s life-style as spartan, 

,though certainly in ccrrparison with other dignitaries of such level, his style 

vas rather modest. He had no social or fanily life. He spent m s t  of h i s  

tlme wrking in his office or participated in a variety of conference of the 

Party, govermnt and the military. Occasionally, he muld visit military 

bases during larger exercises. He began his daily work around 9 a.m.,and 

excluding a two-hour P- lunch period which he generally spent at hone, he worked 

until late at night not infrequently until 3 a.m. Before the Work he 

participated in all physical exercises, planned for the leading cadre of the 

WJ3. He liked to swim in these hours, or to play volleyball. Once in a 

while, in the afternoon, in the Wprojection roan, he would view s a m  kind 

of a film frcm the West which w w l d  not be Shawn in public mvie” theaters. 

n 

JARUZEMKI did not flaunt his power and his authority but, though, he 

attenpted to be polite and vel1 mnnered toward all, he did make an inpression 

of a puffed up statue. Brcept.for the above e x m l e  of his ham which uws 
supposedly forced on him, I know of no instance in which he woul use the 

power of his position. 

18. Hcrw did -1 expect his subordinates to treat him? Very 

dk. 

formally and deferentially, or collegially? Did this hold both for formal and 

infoml settings? - , JAIUEELSKI wanted , before all, that his subordinates would respect 
him, but also that he would be liked. He never did, however, allow h h e l f  



any familiarity with subordinates nor did he ever try to insinuate himself 

into their good graces. He called only a few by their first m s  which meant 

that he considered those his closest friends. Never, h-ver, even if he m r e  

his p y j m s ,  did I hear anyone, includiq his friend SIWICXI to call him by 

his first m. 

19. Did his aides, advisors, or subordinate fear JAEUZESKI ? Why or 

why not? 

He was feared nearly by all. In qf opinion, the rmin reason for 

their fear HWS that he was very dananding and as a rule he had his own point 

of view on nearly everything, a view different fran others. He who differed 

with him had to take leave fran his post since there was no other choice. 

11. 

JAXEELSKI was mrried only once, in either 1957 or 1958, to his 

present wife. He met her at one of the performances of the State Artistic 

ensdle  tM%3XBZEn, of which she was a m p t y  (9 singer and a dancer). He 

married her supposedly out of l o v e M w h i c h ,  hmver, did not pass the test 

of time. I know fran certain sources that in the middle of seventies the 

.+a, nod % V I ~ W  

marriage of -1 was already "on the rocks". 

friend, a young physician, who provided medical care for their daughter. The 

supp & ed reason for the lack of h a m y  in the marital relations were the 

differences in their personalities and JfUKE0SKI's preoccupation with his 

In 1967, his wife had a 

e. politicomilitary career. They spent their vacations separately, though 

JMWEXSKI ws alrmys with his daughter. He did not divorce his wife. Before 

I 
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the end of the seventies there appeared to be a certain inprovanent in his 

mrital life (frequent telephone calls fran the wife to his office). 

II/S Waw and why was J-I selected as mief of the N i n  

Political Acmtnistration in 19609 

I do not know any behind-the scene mchinations. 

sixties there circulated a variety of mtually exclusive gossips. 

various versions there was a repetition of the background of the then strong 

In the early 

In the 

rivalry about the military influence betwleen the so called "partisants" and 

the staff of the regular anqq created on the territory and under the aegis 

of the USSR. 

As it is known, after the departure of Soviet Canander fran the Polish 

A m d  Forces in 1957, the key military positions were given precisely to the 

llpartiSantsn, that is to the people who entered Polish Peoples' Amly fran the 
- 

Peoples's Amly and Peoples' Guard units created by the Polish Workers' Party 

(PPR) on the territory of Poland (the Minister of Defense, chief of Staff of 

the A w ,  Chief of Staff of the A i r  Por'oe, chiefs of military intelligence and 

counter-intelligence, and others). Certain inportant posts were even given to 

sane pre-Hlar officers, such as the Camnand of the Mrsaw Military District, 

key power position. The Russians were dissatisfied with this arrangemnt and 

supposedly charged that SpycHAzsKI and (XNULKA discriminated against the staff 

trained and indoctrinated in the US!% This trend vas being reversed sanetim 

in 1960/1961 in an attenpt at the inprovenent of the Polish-Soviet 

relations. Che of the signs of this reversal was to be the appoinhnt of the 

chief of the M i n  Political Directorate. MDscowfs favorite rms supposedly 

their Friend l.RB%MI(Z while the candidate of the Party is (PZeR) ideologist 

Zenon KLISZKO, to whan the chief of the Main Political Directorate was to be 

- 

\ 



subon inatec in sane fashion, was Grzegorz -I(, a mjor General and -t 

that time the chief of military Counter-intelligence). 

Since the candidacy of CRBANOWICZ, because of his limited thinking 

horizons, even by the camunist standards, mas unacceptable to the then 

leadership of the PZPR, while sanekind of a gesture toward Moscow was called 

for, SPYCWUKI suggested and received approval for the ctnpranise candidate 

JMUZEISKI. 

It is difficult to say h a w m c h  truth there is in these stories, and 

h o w m c h  fantasy, Che aspect is certain, JARLZEUXI was not in position to 

seek this post. Such attenp 

if resorted to, often led in 

&UWJ&SKI1s public speeches 

texminology propagated the o 
n 

s never m d e  any sense in the Polish military and 

the opposite direction. Certainly, 

at the Party meeting and conferences which in new 

d O(NIILxA's progrm of hard "labor for the 

I 

welfare of the future generations", all& him to break the trail for further 

military career. I do not think, hmver, that JARUZLSKI could even dreen 

about achieving this position until it mas offered to him. 

JARIZELSKI had no formal training as a political officer. He did, 

hawever, progressed through all the steps of the pol i t icasl education within 

the franework of the programned political training for military officers and 

generals, He had also supposedly undergone a two-steps Party training (an 

evening Party school at a division, and at a district level). 

As the chief of the Main Political Directorate, JARIEF&XI strictly 

irrplenented the policies of the PZPA in the military. me of his achievenents 
vas the a b a n d o m t  of the use of wrn-out and enbarassing terminology 

of propaganda d z i t a t i o n  in favor of basing it on more 

scientific grounhrk. 
n 
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10. In general, what ms his 

QmJLKA? 

tat ionship with S-I, with 

In nly view the relations betwen J-I, OCMILKA and S-I 

were not only correct but even very good. Is-I held JARLaplLsKI in high 

esteem and he personally steered JAKUELSKI's career up to the minister's 

chair. Qarmlka was, on the other hand, inpressed by JAWZWXI's obedience and 

respect for him. 

the Minister of National Defense, m t s  trust in J-I began to 

vane. Ihe m i n ,  if not the only reason, were the expenditures for defense 

o(NAxA felt that the military ms receiving a lot but was not mnaging its 

funds very well. There w r e  certain indications that during the preparations 

of the FTR armed forces developnent plans for 1971-75 OCMllxA could suspect 

that JARIZWSKI ws playing a dual role or that he poorly represented the 

interests of Poland in negotiations about the arnnment program with the 

In the late sixties, just before JARUZEUKI1s appointment 

I 

Russians. 

In the surmer of 1968 or 1969 I was personally a witness of aMJIXA's  

attauk against -1. During the training of the cadre of the Party and 

State (secretaries of the Central Cormitties of the PWVP and ministers) which 

wits uonducted by the Cunnittee for the Defense of State J-I delivered 

the main paper about the defense of state. When in a part of his speech he 

used an argunent, often arployed by the Party's propaganda, that the PPR 

spends per a single soldier considerably less than a carparable NATn country, 

O(M1IlcA rose and in an explosion of a fury interupted JARIZEISI1s r m r k s .  

He said that the figures cited by JAEILaeLsKI purposely distorted the budgeting 

picture of expenditures for amments in the Polish Peoples' Republic. - 
' B m W r w t u l $ h e j a m w . - a t S o A l r t % i f o t t  
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4 L R o p b H d  Continuing, he 

stressed that these figures belittle the vast national effort in this 

respect. 

the situation is the opposite of what JAIBELSKI wanted to picture. M e n  

-1 attsnpted to apologize that he was being misunderstood, CXMULKA 

In a nearly half-hour exposition, CICMIXA proved that in reality 

gave hima public reprimand stating that JAFWXtSKI's knowledge of econanic's 

left a lot 

straps in 

to had eat 

the Cunnit 

to be desired and that he m s t  either pull himelf by his boot- 

his respect or not attenpt to discuss these issues. 

crow and the incident HWS sanehaw assuaged during the training of 

ee for the Defense of the State, though, resentments remind. 

JARUZEMKI had 

11. What w8s JAIWELSKI role and involvement in the 1970 crisis? 

In the first place I would like to contradict the gossips which 

oirculated in Poland and abroad, about the supposed restrictions of the 

Minister of Defense in his ccnpetence and even his house arrest by the then 

political leadership of the Party. In this respect, I m s t  state with full 

responsibility that nothing of this sort took place. On the contrary, it was 

precisely JAFUEIUKI vvho at that time directed the use of the military on 

countrywide scale, through the then Chief of General Staff of the Polish Arnly 

Forces, Maj Sen. Boleslaw m. 
I would like to note here that in addition to the maritime area of 

the lRl.C.ITY (CUYNIA, CXMNSK, SWI') and S-IN where 25,000 troups were 

used to disperse the rioting, practically all the apmed forces were placed 

on the state of alert and assigned to direct blocking, law-and-order and 

defense action in all potentially endangered regions of Poland. 
*- \ 

Chtside of CDYNIA, cIDL\NsK, l%BLM3 and SZZTEIN,the mIlitary blockade 
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encanpassed such sities as: 

WlStW, KRAIQIW, FUZ", WKKUW, CXSElZN and ByDcT)Gzcz. Ooncannittant with 

this action, the military took over the defense of hundreds of buildirgs vhlch 

housed the Party's cmittees, and central authorities at provincial and 

cities level. In total, there =re 61,000 troops assigned to direct action 

along with 1700 tanks, 1750 trucks, 8700 cars, aircraft, helicopters and ships 

of the Navy. The reminder of the armed forces, left in the barracks, f o W  

reserves which =re to be used depending on the further developnent 

of the situation. 

At the central level there WBS, for practical purposes, no civIlian 

crisis staff formed at least fran the keymerbers of the Politbureau and the 

Governnent of the PPR. 
P U- 

Strategic decIsions.de personally by oIMuu(A. Supposedly, s m  of 

these decisions IWY&&- wi tnessed by the then Prime Minister CwAN(1IWICZ. 

-1 personally took part in the general decision about the use of the 

military. Detailed plans about the use of armed forces based on JARUZWKIts 

directives, as well as requests for troops fran the field were prepared, 

executed, and up-dated by a special group of officers and generals of the 

Oeneral Staff, under the leadership of the then mief of that body, 

Gen. cH3c)IA. These plans were being submitted for JARIEELWl's approval on 

the spot. 

It is a fact that supposedly on the advice of cxMRI(A the cannand of 

military in the field was decentralized and military cmmnders were directed 

fo subordin eae therselves to the plenipotentiaries or local Party secretaries. 

? The decision to use weapons against the wlorkers in the maritime area w8s mde 

personally by OONIRKA. In the light of the above facts it is difficult 

http://decIsions.de


to b l m  J A R L E E 1  directly for the tragedy in the mrritim provinces. 

Viewing it, however, fran the politicomral side, or even fran the binding 

laws of the Polish Peoples' Republic, the above facts can at best be 

considered 88 only extenuating circunstances. 

12. Can you give background on the 1976 crisis and JAIltaBIsKI's 

rumred warning about the military not firing on workers. 

I an not aware either of the behind-the-scenes political discussions 

about the use of forae in 1976, or of the subsequently spectacular volte faoe 

in the direction of political solutions. Fran the prior access to doounents, 

and fran the behavior of J-I at that time I can state with full 

responsibility that the Mirning ascribed to JARWEESKI belongs to the realm of 

journalistic fantasy or that it is a "creature" of u n k n m  origin of special 

propaganda . 
-1 ylkis in no position to issue 

leadership of the Party, and he certa 

J-I directed the Polish Qeneral 

politica 

anyone. 

such a warnillg to the then 

nly did not register it with 

Staff, without the least 

restrictions, to provide all necessary assistance and support to the security 

forces in IWXM and U?SUS which was executed instantly under his personal 

supervision. After 1970, he was very careful not only in the use of weapons 

but also in the use of the military forces in confrontation with the society 

which WBS expressed in a personally prepared menorandun by WUEEUKI about 

the Ibcent>er 1970 events. 

He considered that for this purpose there are the forces of militia 

and of public security Hlhich should be helped and supported by the military. 

These thoroughly thought out ideas w r e  expressed in "Principles of .- 

I 

I 

Oooperation of MW and MIA" a docunent prepared on his initiative and with 
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h i s  decisive participation, classified as "Secret of 

ng the crisis of 1976 He urented t o  inplenent these principles dur 

and did inplenent than, consequently having i n  h i s  hands the totality 

of p m r  during the planning and introduction of the mrtial law in Poland 

in 1981. 
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F O O T N O T E S  

N a 1 .  pm e 18 

I have purposely witted the mst inpor-mt of the "collegial organsff 

which WLS the Eolitical Wlreau of the Central Clannittee of the RkVPwith which 

JAKZEMKI had an almost religious relationship. I was able to observe these 

activities under h i s  chaimnship for nearly tw mnths during the period of 

intensive preparation for introducing martial law and shifting the whole 

center of gravity and power to the Ministry of National Defense. 

No. 2. pag e 18 

In principle, the office of the Minister of Defense, and subsequently 

the office of the Council of Ministers, Were required to submit a separate 

folder with a table of contents which provided key terminology, background, 

parallel exanples, relevant developnents and the other possible data relating 

to the issue at hand. . 

No. 3. pag e 20 

m e  M e r s h i p  of the histry of Defense Tam, aside frcm the 

Minister of Netlonal Defense who was the c h a i m ,  W ~ S  carposed of the 

viceministers, Chief of the Central Training Department, Chief of the 

Deparhnt of Cadres, Chief of the Internal Ministry Service (WSW), Chief of 

the Party Oarmittee of the Central Institution of IWD (IUVKN). 

Ihe m e r s h i p  of the "DMilitary Council, aside fran the Minister, 

- who was the chairman, consists of all m e r s  of NM, Tern, all deputies of 

viceministers of MID, Chiefs of Central Institutions of lvHD directly 



subordinated to the Minister of national Defense, chiefs of operational 

directorates of antral Institutions of NEB, ( I W )  as well as chiefs of 

military districts and branches of Armed Forces. 

No 4. page 31 

Until the unification of PPRand PPS (Polish Socialist Party) and 

fomtion of onemrxist-leninist type Party, the activities of PPR in the 

Polish Amed Forces were illegal. Since the autum of 1947 in the framework 

of the so called "Party struggle for amsd forces", under the leadership of 

Soviet oarmanders and the palitical-training"apparat" attenpts began to create 

on (t wide scale (in almDst all military units) a secret organizational 

structure of FTR. - 
No 5. page 33 

Contrary to the accepted views (which stem probably frcm t 

he fact that the Chief of the Main Folitical Directorate is frequently the 

Vice-minister of National Defense), the function of the Chief of MR) is not a 

govermnt but purely Party position. In accordance with confident la1 Party 

directives guiding the Party's political activities, the mief of MPD is 

subordinated to the Central Camnittee of the Rkvp and in this respect, as the 

chief of the department of the antral Carmittee directs the Party's political 
activities in the a m d  forces. In this instance, the chief of MR), even 

though he wars a uniform and collects a salary fran the military, is for 

practical purposes a staff arployee of the Party, 



No 6. page 35 

Fictional, though, beloved ranrrntic character of the Poles created by 

the poet AdamMICKIBVICZ, under the same title, who reached the highest 

dignity by becaning the Mster of the Teutonic Order for sole purpose of 

destroying the innimical to Paland order. 

N o 7  page 54 

Serving in 1957 in JARUZEUXI's division in WKZEIN, I had nearly a 

daily report fran the wife of nly mief of Staff, who was a telephone operator 

on the division's staff. 

nightly telephone calls to his girl friend in Skolimrrw, near Warsaw, to Man 

She provided sensational reports of JARUZBAKI'S 

he declared h i s  love plotting h i s  rmrriage plans. - 

NO 8 page 60 

Relevant documents about this menorandm are on file with this 

organization. 

NO9 page 61 

Acopy of this docmnt is on file with this organization. 


